
Users manual
Creating a Group
At first you need to create some groups for your address records. To do this navigate to a sysfolder and switch to the list
view. Click “Create new record” at the bottom, now click Address Group. 



In that form the title is the only required field, if you have created some groups already you will see them in the tree view and
can select one as the parent group for the group you are about to create. At the bottom you can add a small note or
description to the group. 

Assigning groups to an address record
Adding groups to an address is as easy as adding a parent group to another group. Open the address record you want to
assign a group to or create a new address record, go to the bottom of the form and add one or more groups from the right
box by clicking on the group.

When adding groups to an address there's one point to be aware of: The top most group you assign to an address can be
put out in the front end later, so you might want to choose that carefully or switch positions of the selected groups.

Creating a Plugin Content Element and adding addresses to it
Go to the page view and navigate to the page where you want to insert one or more addresses. Create a new content
element and in the “new content element wizard” scroll down to the plugins section and select “Address Selection”



Configuration
When starting to configure the extension you should create a separate TS extension template for it where you do all the
configuration for this extension. That extension template can then get included in the root template. In the extension template
add the static TS configuration, otherwise it wont work!


